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When evaluating the emerging market for suborbital reusable launch vehicle (sRLV) research, it is helpful to use a
well-established, academically-based framework to define the market. This paper models the sRLV research market
with a game theory-based structure created by Adam M. Brandenburger and Barry J. Nalebuff in their book entitled
“Co-opetition.” This framework could be helpful in determining strategic promotion of the long-term viability of the
sRLV research market. This paper defines the components of the sRLV research market using the market structure
constructs described in the Co-opetition text.
of research demand comes from the university,
governmental, and industry sectors.
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Department of Transportation
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In the context of this paper, the sRLV market
provides two relevant products. The first is time in
microgravity, ranging from one to five minutes. The
second is access to launch and space environments.
Therefore, entities that conduct sRLV research are
primarily the purchasers of “time” in these
environments.
Section 1 of this paper will describe the generic
framework of market structure and relevant
characteristics based on Brandenberger and
Nalebuff’s (B&N) “Co-opetition.” [Ref. 2] In game
theory, market dynamics are modeled as “games”
with players, added value, rules, tactics (to influence
perception) and scope (leading to the acronym
PARTS).
Section 2 of this report applies the PARTS construct
to the sRLV research market. The players are divided
into categories of the central company (or, for our
analysis, the sRLV research industry), customers,
suppliers, competitors and complementors. Next, the
ARTS1 of the sRLV research market are identified.

INTRODUCTION
The market for suborbital reusable research vehicles
(sRLVs) has become increasingly relevant over the
past few years as the American commercial space
industry emerges. The success of the market for
sRLVs is predicted to drive down prices, therefore
making suborbital spaceflight more cost-effective.
The ultimate aim of these vehicles is to give
customers of all types the opportunity to access the
space environment at a lower cost and with greater
flexibility.

Results of this analysis will be summarized in the
final section of this report.
In this analysis, the focus will be on the entire sRLV
research industry and not on any one specific
company. This is done intentionally to avoid showing
preference to any particular business model.
However, specific companies may be mentioned to
provide examples as needed. This is done merely to
demonstrate the nature of the industry, whose players
are constantly changing and evolving as a result of
technological development and industry growth

Potential customers for sRLV flights include
researchers who are developing physical and
biological processes in micro-g, collecting data from
the Earth’s atmosphere, conducting astronomical
observations,
as
well
as
aerospace
test
demonstrations. [Ref. 1] It is assumed that this type
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The components of PARTS without the Players.

Com
mpetitors

1. PARTS DESCRIPTION
D
N

A plaayer is consideered to be youur competitor w
when a
custoomer values yyour product leess when theyy have
your competitor’s pproduct. [Ref. 22]

A given market
m
place iss defined by th
he behavior off
five elemeents: the playerrs, added valuee, rules, tacticss
(to influence perceptio
on) and scop
pe (given thee
P
This section will briefly
b
describee
acronym PARTS).
each of theese elements.

Com
mpetitors are bbusinesses thaat are able too take
custoomers from thhe central com
mpany becausee they
offerr similar produccts and servicees.

1.1 Playerss

Com
mplementors

The “playeers” in an ind
dustry or mark
ket include thee
company, the customers, the com
mpetitors, thee
suppliers, and
a the compleementors. The relationship off
these 5 gro
oups to each other
o
is called the Value Nett
[Ref 2] and
d is shown belo
ow in Figure 1.

“[A] player is yourr complementoor if customerss value
your product more when they havve the other pllayer’s
produuct than whenn they have yyour product aalone.”
[Ref.. 2] A classic example of complem
mentors
incluudes hot dog annd mustard.
Com
mpetitors can aalso be compllementors, as in the
case of many antiique shops co--located on a street,
creatting an “antiquue row” that aattracts custom
mers to
their competitors ass well as to theemselves.
Com
mpetitors and ccomplementorss play oppositee roles
and aare considered to be mirror-im
mages of eachh other.
Theyy are bound to the company tthrough the sup
upplier.
That is to say, the ssupplier is worrse off supplyiing the
comppany when it iis supplying thhe competitor, and is
betteer off supplyinng the compaany when it iis also
suppllying the compplementor.

The Company
“The comp
pany” is featured as the centrral element and
d
has the folllowing charactteristics:

1.2 A
Added Value
Addeed value referrs to the beneefit a firm gennerates
whenn it enters a m
marketplace. T
This value does not
exist before the enntrance of thee firm and is absent
from
m the market iff the firm exitts. Each firm enters
with its own uniquee added value.

 It producces a product th
hat the custom
mer wants.
 It engagees in competitiion with otherss who can offerr
a similarr product.
 It is supp
ported by its su
uppliers who prrovide the
goods neecessary to con
nduct operation
ns.

Addeed value has thhe ability to deetermine the aamount
of poower a particuular firm will hhave when it eenters.
Deterrmining addedd value may bee unclear at firrst, but
the aaffect it has onn the marketplaace can be profound.
It can
an be achievedd through monnopoly power, tradeoffs, and relationshhips.

 It is com
mplemented by sibling businesses whose
success it
i mutually ben
nefits from.
Customerss
Customerss are those who
o exercise the buying powerr
over the company.
c
Theey include any
y entities thatt
purchase th
he company’s services.

Monoopolies bring eextensive amouunt of added vaalue to
a maarketplace throough their abillity to be succcessful
singlle-sellers of a unique andd highly dem
manded
produuct. The videeo-game comppany Nintendoo is a
goodd example of tthis. [Ref. 2] Nintendo earnned its
succeess through itss ability to keeep its hardwaree costs
downn. This, coupleed with emphasis on high qquality
softw
ware, compounnded the value Nintendo brouught to
the video-game m
market, givingg it the abillity to
overttake all of its ccompetitors.

Suppliers
Suppliers play
p
a symmettric role to the customers and
d
“are equal partners in crreating value.”” [Ref. 2] Thee
supplier is to the compaany as the com
mpany is to thee
customer. This implies that
t
the compaany derives thee
pplier that the customer doess
same utilitty from the sup
from the company.
c
This connection iss crucial to thee
overall succcess of the firm
m.

Trad e-offs occur inn a competitivve world wherre it is
necesssary to take in account thhe perspectivee of a
custoomer in order tto make the prooduct more attrractive
to theem. In other w
words, sometim
mes firms will hhave to
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give up some opportunities to create new ones for
their customers. This can be done through listening to
customer demands and identifying where a firm can
do a little to earn a lot.2

be done through pricing schemes that show the
customer that a firm has only their best interests at
heart. Taking the time and exerting the effort to
showcase dedication to a customer goes a long way.

The added value of a relationship between players
has the ability to bring a significant amount of
leverage to any firm entering a marketplace. If a
customer already feels comfortable with the
company, whether through a personal relationship or
a sound reputation, then the firm is certainly more
likely to have more customers and visibility than a
firm without pre-existing relationships. The
familiarity a relationship brings may allow for
expansion into all kinds of marketplaces. This kind of
loyalty is what leads to the success of companies
such as the Virgin Group, which has branched out
into dozens of lines of businesses.

Sometimes it is best for a firm to operate under a veil
of secrecy. They do this by hiding information in
order to maintain a positive image of themselves. An
example of this includes complex pricing schemes
that confuse the customer but benefit the firm.
It is important to note that tactics to ensure the
betterment of a firm will always come with a tradeoff. It is up to the firm to determine what kind of
risks it is willing to take in the pursuit of its selfinterest.
1.5 Scope
The scope of the game is an attempt to estimate the
long-term viability of the players. This is done
through establishing the commonalties one game may
have to another. Determining these linkages allows
for players to understand the value of their work. As
an example, when a firm develops a superior
technology, it may be in its interest to price it high so
as not to disturb an incumbent in the market. Not
disturbing them allows them to fall behind when the
superior technology becomes increasingly popular.
[Ref. 2] This is an example of how understanding the
linkage an incumbent in the market may have to your
game.

1.3 Rules
The rules of the game include regulations, hurdles,
contracts, and industry norms that are in place in any
given market. These can be seen as barriers to entry
or advancement in a marketplace. Understanding the
rules allows players the opportunity to strategize their
actions.
Rules in the form of contracts enable customers and
sellers to sustain steady business and foster loyalty.
To the firms involved, this is seen as a beneficial
relationship, but to new entrants in a marketplace,
established contracts and relationships are a deterrent
to serving a potential customer base. Government
rules may include regulations on certain industries
and technologies, as well as anti-trust laws.

Linkages occur through all the aspects of PARTS. An
important thing to remember is that there is always a
larger game that every player must take into account.

1.4 Tactics

2. SRLV RESEARCH MARKET VALUE NET

The tactics of the game are based on perceptions
within the Value Net. Since each player perceives the
game differently, it is necessary to establish, manage,
and maintain perceptions so that they are
advantageous to the central company involved. This
may involve times of transparency or times of
ambiguity for a given firm.

In this section, the game-theory structure of PARTS
and the Value Net are used to describe the sRLV
research market.
2.1 sRLV Research Market Players
sRLV Research Industry (in lieu of “The Company”)
The companies in this part of the analysis include any
launch vehicle provider who offers use of a sRLV for
research purposes.3 These include potential entrants
such as Virgin Galactic, XCOR, Blue Origin, Masten
Space Systems, UP Aerospace, and Whittinghall
Aerospace. [Ref. 3]

Establishing, maintaining, and managing perceptions
may be achieved through credibility tests. This may
2

B&N reference Trans World Airlines’ [Ref. 2, page
124] ability to significantly increase customer utility
when they created more leg room in their “Comfort
Class” by removing seats from their planes. TWA
gave up the opportunity to seat more people in their
cabin for the opportunity to attract more customers.
Fortunately, it worked in their favor as satisfaction
ratings for the airline soared.

3

Some potential sRLV launch providers, such as
Virgin Galactic and XCOR, also offer the
transportation of humans to microgravity for the
purposes of space tourism. This aspect of sRLVs will
not be discussed in this paper.
3

contracts to access suborbital space with the promise
to match them with a sRLV provider.5 In the past,
these universities have also procured private funding
to perform microgravity research.

It is important to note that each company offers one
or more unique options to conduct research on their
sRLV. One option allows scientists and researchers
to have the opportunity to fly with their experiments.
Another option is a payload-only flight, with the
addition of a research technician to monitor
experiments.

Competitors
In the market for sRLV research, competition is not
achieved as a result of several businesses with a
homogenous service vying for the same customer.
Instead, sRLVs compete with non-launch vehicle
technologies that achieve microgravity, including
drop towers (DT), parabolic trajectory aircraft (PTA),
and sounding rockets (SR).6

Customers
The customer in this analysis can be broken into three
groups: the United States government, private
enterprise, and university researchers.
The USG buyer includes:
 NASA, who conducts numerous experiments in
microgravity through the International Space
Station (ISS) but may find the cost-effectiveness of
sRLVs to be advantageous for some projects.

One of the key aspects these different technologies
compete on is variations in the time they offer in
microgravity. Drop towers offer 1-10 seconds.
Parabolic trajectory aircraft offer 20-40 seconds of
micro-g per parabola (there can be dozens of
parabola per flight). Sounding rockets can offer up to
20 minutes in microgravity. In comparison, sRLVs
offer 1-5 minutes of microgravity.

 The NASA Flight Opportunities Program (FOP),
matching scientists and researchers with sRLV
providers so they can conduct their experiments in
the space environment.
 Department of Defense, whose operations in space
is highly dependent on cutting edge technologies.
Private enterprise can include a wide array of entities
looking to perform many types of research (including
medical, biological, and astronomical) in space.

The unique carrying capacity of a competitor’s
technology is another distinguishing factor between
the various competing technologies. In general,
sounding rockets can only carry small payloads. Drop
towers can take small to medium sized payloads (the
size of an experiment rack). This leaves parabolic
trajectory aircraft and sRLVs at a size advantage
through their ability to take small to large-sized
payloads (person sized).

 The use of sRLVs to conduct medical and
pharmaceutical research would be similar to the
way medical research experiments are conducted in
the ISS. If a particular research experiment needs a
few minutes in microgravity, then sRLVs would be
particularly advantageous to use.

The table below summarizes the time and size
capabilities of the different competing technologies.

 Defense contractors, especially those who
specialize in remote sensing technologies, would
have a new platform to perform their operations.

Time in Micro-g

At the university level, entities such as the Suborbital
Applications Researchers Group (SARG) exist to
promote research for suborbital spaceflight. It is
made up of member of universities including
Princeton University, University of ColoradoBoulder, Johns Hopkins University and several
others. It also includes organizations such as the
Southwest Research Institute and X PRIZE
Foundation. 4

Payload Size
Small (70 cm in
diameter)

Sounding
Rockets

Up to 20 minutes

Drop
Towers

1-10 seconds

Small to Medium
(4-5 cubic feet)

Parabolic
Trajectory
Aircraft

20-40 seconds
per parabola

Small to Large
(person size)

sRLVs

1-5 minutes

Small to Large

5

http://www.parabolicarc.com/2012/07/02/nasaselects-14-technologies-for-development-oncommercial-suborbital-flights/

Members of SARG are conducting research and
technology demonstrations in micro-g that require the
capabilities that sRLVs provide. In fact, NASA
recently awarded several member universities

6

It is important to note that it is difficult to determine
if these technologies are considered to be substitutes
to each other without calculating the Cross Price
Elasticity of Demand. This paper, however, will
assume that they have a positive CPED and are
therefore considered substitute products.

4

http://www.commercialspaceflight.org/programs/
suborbital-applications-researchers-group/
4

NASA is the main prrovider of dro
op tower and
d
sounding rocket
r
servicess in the US, bu
ut internationall
entities haave entered the marketplacce. ZARM att
Bremen University
U
in Germany
G
and th
he MGLAB off
Japan offfer drop tow
wer access in
i the world
d
community
y. [Ref. 1]

mplementary rrole to
desiggners would allso play a com
the sR
RLV research market.
Playeers that are noot listed in the Value Net bbut do
have a role in thee operation of this market innclude
entitiies such as thee Federal Aviaation Administtration
who serve as the reegulator as weell as the proviider of
launcch and reentryy permits. Aiir traffic conttrollers
also play a role in ensuring the safety oof the
spaceecraft so as too prevent midd-air collisionss with
otherr aircraft.

However, there are so
ome aspects of the sRLV
V
research market
m
in which drop towerss and sounding
g
rockets aree unable to co
ompete. For example,
e
sincee
DT and SR
R do not allow
w for humans to accompany
y
the experim
ments, some sR
RLV firms wo
ould only havee
to compette with PTA companies such as Zero
o
Gravity Corporation
C
fo
or a customerr who desiress
human serv
vices in micro--g.

Figurre 2 below shhows the Value Net for the sRLV
reseaarch market desscribed above.

Therefore, DT and SR entities such as
a ZARM and
d
MGLAB may
m only be competitors to
o the payload-only option
n of sRLV serv
vices.
Suppliers
The supplliers for sRLV
V operators in
nclude a widee
array of fiirms dealing in
n mechanical and
a machining
g
equipment, composite materials
m
for fuselages,
f
bulk
k
and sheet metals, solid and liquid propellant,
p
and
d
electronicss equipment pro
oviders for aviionics. [Ref. 4]
Popular suppliers
s
in the industry
y in includee
McMaster--Carr, a mechaanical compon
nents provider,,
and Air-lliquide, a prropellant provider. Scaled
d
Compositees, for examp
ple, provides fuselages forr
companiess such as VG ass well as SpaceeX.

2.2 sR
RLV Researchh Market Addeed Value
As m
mentioned aboove, currently existing incum
mbents
in thhe sRLV reseaarch market innclude DT, SR
R, and
PTA firms (includiing NASA). W
When the first sRLV
firm enters, it w
will have to combat an aalready
estabblished (albeit small) sRLV research markket. In
orderr for a sRLV firm to attractt enough demaand to
sustaain itself, it is necessary to ddetermine the added
valuee they bring to the induustry (the “A
A” in
“PAR
RTS”).

Complemeentors
Potential complementorrs for the sR
RLV research
h
market incclude spaceporrts, space traffi
fic control, and
d
spacesuit providers.
p
In operatin
ng a sRLV or any
a other kind
d of spacecraft,,
a spaceporrt is essential. sRLVs
s
cannot launch or land
d
without thee spaceport an
nd its support staff.
s
Likewise,,
a spaceporrt serves no pu
urpose if no veehicle operatess
there. As a consumer, yo
ou would be at
a a loss if you
u
purchased time in micro
ogravity, but were
w
unable to
o
access it. Major
M
spacepo
orts currently operating
o
in thee
US include Kodiak Launch Com
mplex, Floridaa
Spaceport, Cecil Field, Mid-Atlan
ntic Regionall
Spaceport, Spaceport Am
merica, Oklaho
oma Spaceport,,
Mojave Aiir & Space Port, and Californ
nia Spaceport.

In thee already existting market forr suborbital ressearch,
the eentrance of sRL
LV firms wouldd bring added values
in thhe areas of ((1) increased capacity, (2)) user
frienddliness, (3) cosst-effectivenesss, (4) reusabiliity and
(5) am
menities.
Increeased capacityy (in compaarison to souunding
rockeets and drop toowers) on the spacecraft opeens up
the m
market for a neew kind of connsumer to enterr. This
consuumer does nott have to worrry about the ssize of
his/hher experimentt and may eveen be willing tto pay
moree because of the space theey need. Inccreased
capaccity also allow
ws for more expperiments to bee taken
on booard the flightt as well, so innstead of just oone or
two, several exxperiments can be perfformed
simuultaneously. T
This is an impprovement froom the
soundding rockets annd drop towerss competitors, where

In addition
n, space traffic control along with guidancee
systems bu
uilt specifically
y for the spaccecraft are also
o
considered
d complemen
ntors, becausse of theirr
uniquenesss to the comm
mercial space in
ndustry and to
o
any particu
ular spacecraft..
In flights with humans onboard, spaccesuits may bee
pacesuit manu
ufacturers and
d
required. Therefore, sp
5

(1) Since the customer-base for sRLV research is
highly concentrated and has very few powerful
buyers (the USG is likely to be the most powerful
buyer [Ref. 4]), any sort of contract or loyalty to a
particular company would be an immediate hindrance
to the competitiveness of the market. In 2011, the
NASA FOP selected seven companies to provide
access to suborbital space.10 In doing so, NASA
found itself simultaneously enabling the industry as
well as constricting its size and limiting it in scope.
This paradoxical role occurs as the result of the
strength NASA exercises as a client to these firms.
The ability for NASA to constrain the market to a
few companies creates a substantial barrier to entry
for other potential newcomers.

experiments must be relatively small, unmanned, and
performed one at a time.
User friendliness in the case of sRLVs refers to the
amount of automation required of an experiment
when a human can accompany it to space. Currently,
in order to use SR and DT, payloads have to be
engineered so that they can be fully automated. This
involves intensive technical expertise and increased
costs in addition to purchasing a place on the DT or
SR. The introduction of humans to monitor the
missions would eliminate costs incurred for
automated operations.
Cost-effectiveness of sRLVs represents a significant
cost reduction in comparison to NASA’s
technologies. Virgin Galactic is likely to charge
$200,000 for a ride on its vehicle.7 Potential entrant,
XCOR, advertises a $95,000 ticket.8 This is a
drastically reduced price compared NASA’s
sounding rockets, the average cost for which is
approximately $1 million.9

(2) FAA AST requires all commercial spacecraft to
be licensed for launch and reentry operations. All
reusable spacecraft must undergo FAA inspections
and must complete the following11:
 Pre-application consultation
 Policy review

Reusability is a trend of the private sector that moves
away from the use of expendable to reusable launch
vehicles. This new technology has the potential to
drastically stimulate space innovation. No sRLV is in
commercial operation at the moment. Therefore, the
entrance of one provides the opportunity for cheaper
access to micro-g that is conducted more frequently
and with relative ease.

 Safety review
 Payload review
 Financial responsibility determination
 Environmental review
 Post-license compliance monitoring
The International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR) imposes restrictions on all defense-related
objects exported and imported through the United
States. Technology affiliated with launch vehicles is
considered sensitive and must be safeguarded under
ITAR control. Commercial spacecraft are not exempt
from these regulations.12 ITAR has a reputation to be
a hindrance to the advancement of the aerospace
industry. A potential challenge this may impose to
sRLV is its ability to prevent international actors in
the form of researchers or private firms from
acquiring permission to use American sRLVs.

Amenities, such as customer service, are a unique
aspect that companies such as VG offer. For
example, the Virgin Group has already established
itself as a successful provider of airline and cell
phone services. Their ability to engage their customer
through the ticketing, billing, and in-flight processes
is an advantage that is currently unseen in the CST
industry. Increased emphasis on the customer is
always seen as always advantageous to any firm
trying to gain a loyal customer base.
2.3 sRLV Research Market Rules
For any sRLV firm looking to enter to the sRLV
research market, it is necessary to understand the
rules in place that may affect their entry and
behavior. The rules that sRLVs will have to deal with
include (1) contracting and brand loyalty and (2)
regulation such as licensing, ITAR and FAR.

10

Companies selected include Virgin, XCOR,
Armadillo, Near Space, Whittinghill, UP Aerospace,
and
Masten
Space
Systems.
https://flightopportunities.nasa.gov/blog/2011/08/10/
nasa-selects-seven-firms-provide-near-space-flightservices/

11

7

This number was used by determining the price VG
advertises for a space tourist as given on their
website: http://www.virgingalactic.com/booking/

http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters
_offices/ast/licenses_permits/launch_reentry
/#reusable

8

http://www.xcor.com/contact/ticket.php

12

9

http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1228/1

As evidenced by the experience of firms such as
Bigelow Aerospace who have conducted operations
abroad.

6

Other rules that can potentially limit government
procurement of services that sRLVs provide include
Federal Acquisition Regulations, Other Transactional
Authority and the Acquisition Management System.
Since the USG is the dominant customer, the
contracting terms that will be imposed will be
predominately determined by these acquisition
regulations.

Reusability can also be proven by flight operations.
Since the reusable aspect of launch vehicles is new to
the industry, it is crucial for sRLV firms to prove that
their product is true to its design. This means there
must be much focus on keeping the product design
relevant and useful. The industry must also be
transparent and open to discussion about product
innovation.

2.4 sRLV Research Market Tactics

Public signaling must be performed effectively to
affect the perception of sRLV firms. Advertising
must target customer desires by proving that sRLV
research is superior to any other form of suborbital
research performed.

In order to develop an effective strategy for the
advancement of sRLVs, it is necessary to for the
firms involved to establish a positive perception of
the marketplace and maintain it to their favor.

Customers must also manage their perceptions of the
marketplace to ensure the services they receive
maximize their utility. They must insist that prices
they pay are fair for the services they receive, and
that sRLV providers recognize their importance as
buyers.

Launch operators want their product perceived in
such a way that their customers feel like they are at a
loss without it. They want to offer a differentiated
and unique product that is unsurpassed in quality and
inimitable in design. They also want to maintain a
reputation of safety, reliability, reusability, and costeffectiveness. In order to achieve this, firms can be
proactive to demonstrate these aspects of their
operations.

To receive the best price, buyers must be cognizant
of pricing schemes around them. Pricing for sRLVs
may be sensitive to fuel cost, spaceport availability,
location, schedule, payload size, etc. As a customer,
it is necessary to make sure that they are being
offered suborbital services at the advertised cost. It is
not out of the question for a customer to request the
firm to showcase their credibility. This can be done
by comparing prices side by side or requesting
exclusive contracts.

In order to achieve inimitability, issues of intellectual
property become a factor. Patents place limits on the
rate at which technical information can be acquired
between firms, but are also seen as a challenge to
innovation. However, in this industry, since sRLVs
compete with non-launch vehicles, patent concerns
may not necessarily be as problematic as a market
where the products are homogenous and IP protection
more relevant. However, between sRLVs, IP issues
may emerge due to the similarity of their products
and services.

2.5 sRLV Research Market Scope
In evaluating the scope of the game, it is important to
determine any linkages or relationships the current
game has to other games. The scope of the sRLV
research market can be identified through linkages
with new technologies and applications, safety, new
customers, orbital markets, and between players.

In the case of safety, firms can adhere to and even
exceed safety regulations. This is done through
compliance with safety inspectors and guidelines
administered by the FAA. This garners approval from
the regulators and would result in positive public
perception of the firm’s operations. In the case that
accidents occur, it is important for firms to employ a
well-crafted communications plan to demonstrate
their dedication to public safety.

Relationships created with other industries may take
the form of an innovation externality that is created
from a high-tech industry. Given the high capital
level required and the necessity to cut costs for the
future, efforts to manage costs and technologies will
increase. As new entrants make their way into the
marketplace, new ideas and applications for existing
technologies will result. Consequently, an innovation
externality is likely to occur through the emergence
of new applications. These new applications may
make their way into other industries, reaching a new
customer-base who had not been initially targeted.
The most evident example of this is through the
creation of the market for civilian use of GPS which
began as a military-only operation. sRLVs have the
opportunity to create these linkages because they

For reliability, public product demonstrations are
essential. Reliability will be fostered through
adherence to scheduled operation of the spacecraft to
prove to its customers that sRLV firms have the
capacity to effectively provide suborbital flight
opportunities. This means operating on a regular
basis, keeping in contact with the customer, and
maintaining
a
healthy
relationship
with
complementors, suppliers, and even competitors.
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The added value emphasized aspects of user
friendliness, cost efficiency, reusability, and
amenities including customer service.

move away from the status quo that has dictated
NASA and DoD operations for these past fifty years.
Another way that the sRLV market is linked with
other industries is through safety procedures, rules,
and regulations. The sRLV industry falls under
regulation by the FAA and thereby falls under the
oversight of the Department of Transportation. The
DOT imposes guidelines on the automotive and
aviation industry as well. This creates a relationship
between commercial space, aviation, automotive and
other modes of transportation which will likely result
in the need for increased collaboration and
communication between them all.

Predominantly, sRLV research market rules include
contract terms which result in brand loyalty and
regulatory hurdles of licensing, export control and
acquisition.
Tactics that are employed to meet customer
expectations help establish, maintain, and manage a
positive perception that an emerging industry needs
to attract more players.
The scope of the sRLV research market includes
relationships between other industries, with potential
players, with other markets, and with existing
players.

Demonstration of sRLV technologies’ capability and
utility may entice the late majority and laggard
segments of the scientific community to join the
marketplace, become potential players, expand the
market and grow the industry.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Net.
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This must have been the audience Adam M. Brandenburger and Barry J. Nalebuff had in mind when they wrote Co-opetition, a book
about "the game theory strategy that's changing the game of business," as they put it. Mr. Brandenburger, a Harvard Business School
professor, and Mr. Nalebuff, who teaches at the Yale School of Management, believe businesses can become more competitive by
cooperating, hence the neologism "co-opetition."Â The authors visualize co-opetition as a kind of judo or chess match, in which duelists
use not only their own strengths but their opponents' weaknesses as they battle. The fate of one person is interdependent with the other;
the move one person makes influences moves the other person will make. How to keep track of the infinite possibilities? Abstract In this
book, Brandenburger and Nalebuff use game theory to develop a set of guidelines that will "make it easier to explain the reasoning
behind a proposed strategy." The games that they use as analogies do not involve sports with their zero-sum outcomes; instead, they
consider a variety of games that allow for mutual benefit, as well as harm, for the players.Â This review is reprinted with permission from
the Journal of Marketing, published by the American Marketing Association, J. Scott Armstrong, April 1997, Vol. 61, pp 92-95. Coopetition1 by Adam M. Brandenburger and Barry J. Nalebuff (New York: Doubleday, 1996, 290 pages, $25 hardback; a detailed
description of the content is provided on the Internet at http://mayet.som.yale.edu/coopetition). Adam M. Brandenburger, Barry J.
Nalebuff-Co-Opetition _ A Revolution Mindset That Combines Competition and Cooperation _ The Game Theory Strategy That's
Changing the Game of Business-Broadway Business.pdf. Uploaded by. Roger Mario Lopez.Â CO-OPETITION 1. A revolutionary
mindset that combines competition and cooperation 2. The Game Theory Strategy thats changing the game of business. By Adam
Brandenburger and Barry Nalebuff Published By Doubleday, 1997 ISBN 0385479506 290 pages. Businesssummaries.com is a business
book summaries service. Every week, it. sends out to subscribers a 9- to 12-page summary of a best-selling business book chosen from
among the hundreds of books printed out in the United States. Co-opetition is a pioneering, high-profit means of leveraging business
relationships. The Harvard Business School's Adam M. Brandenburger and the Yale School of Management's Barry J. Nalebuff, scholars
and consultants, have developed a five-part business strategy that shows how to do more than play the game of business. It shows how
you can change the game of business for maximum benefit. The Value Net framework is an analytical strategy tool developed by Adam
Brandenburger and Gary Nalebuff, based on added value and game theory.Â The Value Net Framework, also known as Coopetition
Framework is an analytical strategy tool developed by Adam Brandenburger and Gary Nalebuff in 1996, combining strategy and game
theory, in order to describe and analyze the behavior of multiple players within a given industry or market. The Value Net Framework is
an alternative to Porterâ€™s Five Forces framework, extends the five forces framework more general by examining the role of
complementors.Â Co-opetition allows for the real-world business situation that there can be multiple winners in the marketplace.

The Value Net Framework, also known as Coopetition Framework is an analytical strategy tool developed by Adam Brandenburger and
Gary Nalebuff in 1996, combining strategy and game theory, in order to describe and analyze the behavior of multiple players within a
given industry or market. The Value Net Framework is an alternative to Porterâ€™s Five Forces framework, extends the five forces
framework more general by examining the role of complementors. The frameworks fundamental idea is that cooperation and competition
coexist.Â Co-opetition allows for the real-world business situation that there can be multiple winners in the marketplace. Business,
unlike war, is not a winner takes all proposition. In this book, Brandenburger and Nalebuff use game theory to develop a set of
guidelines that will "make it easier to explain the reasoning behind a propose.Â A Review of Co-Opetition by Brandenburger and
Nalebuff. Journal of Marketing, Vol. 61, pp. 92-95, April 1997. 6 Pages Posted: 5 Apr 2005 Last revised: 22 Jul 2008. See all articles by
J. Scott Armstrong. J. Scott Armstrong. University of Pennsylvania - Marketing Department. Abstract. In this book, Brandenburger and
Nalebuff use game theory to develop a set of guidelines that will "make it easier to explain the reasoning behind a proposed strategy."
Summary of Co-opetition. Adam M. Brandenburger and Barry J. Nalebuff. Doubleday Broadway, 1997 ISBN: 9780385479493 Pages:
290. Looking for the book?Â Helpful â€“ Youâ€™ll take-away practical advice that will help you get better at what you do. We rate each
piece of content on a scale of 1â€“10 with regard to these two core criteria. Our rating helps you sort the titles on your reading list from
adequate (5) to brilliant (10). Books we rate below 5 wonâ€™t be summarized. Here's what the ratings mean: 5 â€“Solid. A helpful
and/or enlightening book, inspite of its obvious shortcomings. For instance, it may be offer decent advice in some areas but be repetitive
or unremarkable in others. 6 â€“ Notable. Co-Opetition has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Buy usedÂ
Putting co-opetition into practice requires hardheaded thinking. It's not enough to be sensitized to the possibilities of cooperation and
win-win strategies. You need a framework to think through the dollars-and-cents consequences of cooperation and of competition.
Game Theory. To find a way of bringing together competition and cooperation, we turn to game theory.Â In fact, some of the key terms
were actually coined during the writing of this book. Even terms that seem familiar take on a new meaning in the context of game theory.
Like any theory offering a new perspective, it requires some patience in the beginning. Adam Brandenburger. Barry J. Nalebuff.
Sumario: Managers can profit by using these insights from game theory to design a game that is right for their companies. The rewards
that can come from changing a game may be far greater than those from maintaining the status quo.Â This issue of puzzles can only be
described as eclectic. The topics of the puzzles range from medical statistics to TV game shows to Las Vegas slot machines to squash
to running around in squares. As usual, most puzzle answers are at the back.Â Barry J. Nalebuff. This paper develops a theoretical
framework to evaluate the benefits and costs of energy projects in oil-importing developing countries.

